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Ideally event extraction would enable computers to ingest data from all sources, then pin 
events on a map in real-time with self-updating situational reports. BasisTech now has 
the technology for the first steps: a reliable means of pinning the existence of events and 
extracting their core roles.

An Efficient, Reliable Approach to 
Event Extraction

What is an Event?
From the perspective of natural language processing, each type of event is 

anchored to a keyphrase, such as “call” for a phone calling event.

The eventʼs roles are the details of the event: who was involved, when did it 

happen, where did it happen, and so on.

Event extraction is pushing out the boundaries of what was, until recently, the domain of human analysts. Event 

extraction builds on the foundations of two existing natural language processing techniques. Named entity 

recognition finds the people, locations, organizations, 

and dates, which are frequently the roles in events. 

Finding these entities relies on language-specific 

tokenization and morphological analysis to identify 

words in text, and recognize the various surface forms of 

words. 

Leveraging all that, event extraction figures out roles 

and understands how the words in a document function 

and relate to one another. To do so requires overcoming 

three main challenges.

The Challenges of Event Extraction
CHALLENGE 1: WORD MEANING DEPENDS ON CONTEXT

The context of a document is critical because words alone are ambiguous, even within one domain, such as finance. 

The keyphrase call typically refers to a phone call, as in: “the lender called the borrower.” Call also means “demand 
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immediate payment,” as in: “the lender called the loan.” A successful model must see the full variety of contexts in 

which a keyphrase could appear, and understand which contexts refer to the targeted event type.

CHALLENGE 2: TRAINING IS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT EACH EVENT TYPE 

Unfortunately, there is no such thing as a “general event extractor.” A model trained on only phone call events will 

not work for loan calls. Furthermore, as events can be described in a variety of ways, the training data needs to 

include examples of each. For example, contacted, phoned, and reached out are ways to express a phone call event. 

CHALLENGE 3: A SINGLE EVENT HAS MULTIPLE LEVELS OF DETAIL

Every event comes with a wealth of possible details. For a wedding event, is it enough to know the two people who 

were married, or do you also need the date and location of the wedding, the name of the bridal party, and how/

where the couple met? To be extracted, these additional details need to be carefully defined and annotated in 

training data.

Meeting the Challenges
Rosette ® by BasisTech takes an innovative approach to event extraction that is both reliable and repeatable, and 

requires very little annotated training data. Classic machine learning requires tens of thousands of training 

examples, and more recent deep learning algorithms need millions. Our event extractionʼs instance-based 
algorithm requires as little as five examples.

Why is this significant? There are two reasons: It requires less human labor to annotate data, and it addresses some 

of the challenges of event extraction: 

 • Keyphrase context is critical. When there is such a variety of possible contexts, having to find even 1,000 

examples of one context is daunting, but finding a dozen examples is not.

 • Each event type needs to be learned. The fact that Rosette requires less data to train models means you 

are working with efficient models with relatively low upfront costs. Thus, the effort it would take to train one 

classic machine learning model could be funneled into training dozens of event extraction models in Rosette.

 • A single event has many levels of detail. Our current system returns the core details (“Chris married 

Robin”), and does so with a high degree of reliability. The system is capable of extracting more details for each 

event, provided there is a corresponding increase in effort to produce the necessary training data. 
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